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Abstract. There is a huge interest in mining the treasures that can be
found in big data. New storage systems and processing paradigms allow
for ever larger data sets to be collected and analyzed. The high demand
and rapid development has led to a sizable ecosystem of big data processing systems. Due to the lack of standards and standard benchmarks,
users have a hard time choosing the right systems for their requirements.
To solve this problem, we have developed BigBench. BigBench is the first
end-to-end big data analytics benchmark suite. In this paper, we will
analyze the BigBench workload from technical aspects as well as from
a business point of view. We will categorize the queries along different
dimensions and analyze their runtime behavior. Furthermore, we discuss
the relevancy of the workload from an industrial point of view and propose additional extensions to achieve extended coverage of typical big
data processing use cases.

1

Introduction

Enterprises everywhere appear to be reaching a tipping point with data. Large
amounts of data are being accumulated; data continue to arrive from ever in-

creasing number of sources, and at increasing rates; and most applications require integration of data from multiple heterogeneous sources. These data need
to be queried and analyzed to support enterprise applications. Organizations
view this data as a “natural resource” from which they could potentially extract
significant value for the enterprise. Indeed, this phenomenon, referred to as “big
data”, is the driving force behind major commercial investments in hardware
and software. In the current landscape of enterprise big data systems, two major architectures dominate the analytics market: parallel database systems and
Hadoop-style batch-oriented systems. While there have been several studies that
have attempted to compare and contrast these two approaches, what is lacking is
a benchmark specification that can be used to objectively compare systems with
each other. Furthermore, big data hardware and software vendors are rapidly
evolving their systems to meet the applications needs and demands of these big
data applications. In some cases, there is a common approach emerging, such
as increased support for SQL-like functions, or better support for online query
processing, rather than just batch processing. As vendors begin to incorporate
similar features and compete in the same markets, it become essential to have
objective benchmarks that can be used to compare system performance, as well
as price/performance and energy consumption.
Thus far, due to lack of existing, accepted standards, vendors have been
forced to run ad hoc benchmarks, or simple benchmarks which may not reflect the
eventual workload encountered by the systems. Furthermore, they have not had
to provide full disclosures regarding system performance. An industry standard
will be able to address such shortcomings, thus improving the overall situation.
We propose BigBench as a first, important step in moving towards a set
of rigorous benchmarks for big data systems. Similar to the well-known TPC
benchmarks, BigBench is an “application-level” benchmark. It captures operations performed at an application level via SQL queries and data mining operations, rather than low level operations such as, say, file I/O, or performance of
specific function such as sorting or graph traversal.
In this paper, we provide a detailed discussion of the BigBench specification, including the database and the workload. In the process of developing
BigBench, we have obtained feedback from leading industry experts about the
relevance as well as completeness of the workload. After a technical discussion
of the benchmark and a discussion of sample runs on two different “small” and
“large” platforms, we provide a summary of the feedback as well as ideas for
future extensions to the benchmark. We recognize that “big data” is a complex
as well as evolving space. BigBench represents only the first step towards providing a systematic way of benchmarking big data systems. We expect that big
data benchmarking will need to be an agile activity for the near-term future,
in order to both keep pace with changing technological trends and the evolving
application requirements in this area.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes benchmarking efforts
and activity relevant to big data and to BigBench. Section 3 provides an overview
of the BigBench benchmark, followed immediately by a description of the ex-

periments performed on the small and large test platforms in Section 4. Section
5 summarizes the characteristics of the BigBench schema as well as the queries
in the workload. Section 6 discusses the community feedback that was provided.
Based on this, some possible future extensions to BigBench are presented in
Section 7. Including a broad range of features within a single benchmark would
likely make the benchmark unwieldy, difficult to understand, difficult and expensive to implement and, most important, difficult to interpret the results. Our
goal is to capture community feedback, and use the information to develop a
roadmap of big data benchmarks, rather than incorporating all features into a
single unwieldy benchmark. Section 8 elaborates on the additional steps needed
to make BigBench an industry standard benchmark, based on experience with
benchmarks like the TPC. Finally, the paper concludes with Section 9.

2

Related Work

A number of different efforts are currently underway for developing benchmarks
for different aspects of big data systems. For example, TPC-H [14] and TPC-DS
[12] benchmarks, developed by the Transaction Processing Performance Council,
have been used for benchmarking big data systems. The TPC-H benchmark has
been implemented in Hadoop, Pig, and Hive [18, 5]. A subset of TPC-DS has
been used to compare query performance with implementations using Impala and
Hive. However, while they have been used for measuring performance of big data
systems, both TPC-H and TPC-DS are both “pure SQL” benchmarks and, thus,
do not cover the new aspects and characteristics of big data and big data systems.
Indeed, several proposals have been put forward to modify TPC-DS–similar to
what we propose here for BigBench–to cover typical big data use cases. Zhao et
al. propose Big DS, which extends the TPC-DS model with social marketing and
advertisement [23]. Currently, Big DS is in an early stage of design–a data model
and query set are not available. However, we believe that once the benchmark
has been better defined, it would be possible to complement BigBench with the
extensions proposed by Big DS. Another TPC-DS variant is proposed by Yi
and Dai as part of the HiBench ETL benchmark suite [8]. The authors use the
TPC-DS model to generate web logs similar to BigBench. Once again this can
be included in BigBench in future. Several other proposals have been made for
component benchmarks that test specific functions of big data systems. Notable
examples are the Berkeley Big Data Benchmark, the benchmark presented by
Pavlo et al. [13], and BigDataBench, a suite similar to HiBench and mainly
targeted at hardware benchmarking [20]. Although interesting and useful, these
benchmarks do not present an end-to-end scenario and thus have a different
focus than BigBench.
In November 2013, the TPC announced the creation of a Big Data Working
Group (TPC-BD) 13 , which recently released the TPCx-HS benchmark (TPC
Express Benchmark for Hadoop Systems) in August 2014 14 . TPCx-HS is based
13
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on the Hadoop TeraSort benchmark, which is a relatively simple sorting-based
benchmark. Terasort is based on an annual sorting competition15 .
Additionally, there are active efforts in the database community as well as
the high-performance computing community in the area of graph benchmarks.
A well-known graph benchmark is the Graph 500, developed by the HPC community[11]. Official benchmark results are published in the Graph 500 list 16 .
Another example is LinkBench [1], a benchmark that models the social graph of
a social application. A general discussion of graph database benchmarks can be
found in [6].

3

BigBench Overview

BigBench [7] is an end-to-end big data benchmark based on TPC-DS [15],
TPC’s latest decision support benchmark. TPC-DS is designed with a multiplesnowflake schema populated with structured data allowing the exercise of all
aspects of commercial decision support systems, built with a modern database
management system. The snowflake schema is designed using a retail model
consisting of three sales channels, store, web and catalog, plus an inventory fact
table. BigBench’s schema uses the data of the store and web sales distribution
channel of TPC-DS and augments it with semi-structured and unstructured
data.

Fig. 1. BigBench Logical Data Schema

The semi-structured part captures registered and guest user clicks on the
retailers website. Some of these clicks are for completing a customer order. As
15
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shown in Figure 1, the semi-structured data is logically related to the Web
Page, Customer and Sales tables in the structured part. The design assumes
the semi-structured data to be a key-value format, similar to Apache web server
log format. Typically, database and MR systems would convert this format to
a table with the following five columns (DateID, TimeID, SalesID, WebPageID,
UserID). However, such conversion is not required as some systems may choose
to run analytics on the native key-value format.
Product reviews–a growing source of data in online retail sales–is used for
populating BigBench’s unstructured part of its data model. Figure 1 shows product reviews on the right-hand side, and its relationship to Item, Sales, and Customer tables in the structured part. A possible implementation for the product
reviews data is via a single table with the structure: (DateID, TimeID, SalesID,
ItemID, ReviewRating, ReviewText).
BigBench employs a data generator that is based on PDGF [17], a parallel
data generator capable of producing large amounts of data in a scalable and high
performance fashion. PDGF plugins, which are java extensions, enable the program to generate data for any arbitrary schema. Using such plugins, PDGF can
generate data for all three parts of the BigBench schema, viz., structured, semistructured and unstructured. The weblogs, representing the semi-structured part
of the schema, are generated using a key-value plugin. Product reviews (the unstructured part) are generated using a Markov Chain plugin. The algorithm produces synthetic text by extracting key words from sample input into a dictionary
and applying Markov Chain techniques to generate arbitrary text. Sample data
for BigBench was taken from publicly available data at the Amazon website. For
BigBench, PDGF is programmed to generate any data size between 1GB and
1PB, with some tables, e.g. Customers, scaling sublinearly, to avoid unrealistic
table sizes, while other large tables, e.g. Sales and Returns, scale linearly.
The BigBench query workload includes 30 queries, of which ten queries that
operate only on the structured part of the schema have been taken from the
TPC-DS workload. The remaining 20 queries were adapted from a McKinsey
report on big data use cases and opportunities [9]. Of those, 7 queries run on
the semi-structured part of the schema; 6 queries run on the unstructured part;
and the remaining 3 run on the structured part.
Similar to many current big data systems, BigBench also employs batchoriented processing. Following the precedent established by other, similar benchmarking efforts, the preferred performance metric is a single, “abstract” value
that is used for comparing end-to-end performance of different big data systems. Thus, the proposed metric, which is loosely based on the TPC-DS metric,
includes the following [16]:
–
–
–
–
–

TL: Execution time of the loading process;
TP : Execution time of the power test;
TTT1 : Execution time of the first throughput test;
TDM: Execution time of the data maintenance task.
TTT2 : Execution time of the second throughput test;

– TM: Execution time of queries with procedural and declarative aspects. The
complete metric is specified as the geometric mean of these four measurements:

BBQpH =

4

30 ∗ 3 ∗ S ∗ 3600
S ∗ TL + S ∗ TP + TT T 1 + S ∗ TDM + TT T 2

(1)

Experiments

In the experiments reported here, the proposed BigBench workload was executed
on two test platforms, as described below—a 6-node cluster (“small”) and a 544node cluster (“large”). The test dataset was generated using the BigBench data
generator described in [7]. The dataset size was selected as 1TB (i.e. ScaleFactor
(SF) = 1000). The tables with linear growth rates make up the bulk of the
dataset, as explained in [16]. All the dataset tables were created in Hive.
Benchmark results were produced using the implementation of BigBench for
the Hadoop ecosystem described in [3]. The implementation uses four opensource software frameworks: Apache Hadoop, Apache Hive, Apache Mahout,
and the Natural Language Processing Toolkit (NLTK). These frameworks are
used to implement the 30 queries employing one of the following methods:
–
–
–
–
–
4.1

Pure Hive, for queries 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 21, 22, 23, 24
Hive with MapReduce programs, for queries 1, 2
Hive with Hadoop streaming, for queries 3, 4, 29, 30
Apache Mahout, for queries 15, 20, 25, 26, 28
Apache OpenNLP, for queries 10, 16, 18, 19, 27
Test Platforms

The two clusters used for the testing represent two distinct points in the scale-up
spectrum of Hadoop clusters. The first test cluster (“Small”), had 6 dual-socket
servers. The second cluster (“Large”), had 544 dual-socket servers. Details of the
cluster configurations are shown in Table 1. The results for the Large cluster were
obtained from the Pivotal Analytics Workbench17 , made available by Pivotal
Software, Inc. The benchmarking effort on that platform was supported by a
grant from Pivotal to the Center for Large-Scale Data Systems Research (CLDS)
at the San Diego Supercomputer Center, UC San Diego.
4.2

Experiments Observations

The 30 BigBench queries were run sequentially on each test cluster and statistics were collected for each query. The results presented here were produced by
running the queries without any prior tuning of the systems. Therefore, these
17
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Table 1. Configuration of Test Clusters
Cluster Configuration
Processor per Node
Core/Thread per Node
Main Memory per Node
Storage per Node
Total HDFS Storage
Cluster Interconnect
OS Type
Hadoop Version
JDK Version
Name Node
Data Node/Tasker Node
Hive Server

Small
Large
2 x Xeon E5-2680 v2 @2.80GHz 2 x Xeon X5670 @2.93GHz
20/40
12/24
128GB
48GB
12 x 2TB HDD 7.2Krpm
12 x 2TB HDD 7.2Krpm
90TB
9,420TB
10Gb Ethernet
10Gb Infiniband
CentOS 6.5
RHEL 6.1 64-bit
Cloudera CDH5
Pivotal HD 2.0.1
1.7
1.7
1
1
4
542
1
1

results represent raw, “out of the box” performance of these two test systems.
While we should expect that the performance of a number of the queries could
be significantly improved with careful tuning, the analysis of the data collected
in this initial set of test provides useful insights into the overall characteristisc
of the workload and, hence, its applicability of the benchmark.
The first step of the experiment consisted in loading a 1TB scale factor data
set into the Hive tables. On the Large cluster this operation took almost two
times as long as on the Small cluster(87min vs. 48 min). This behavior is the
first evidence that a 1TB scale, while appropriate for the Small cluster with
4 data nodes, is vastly undersized for the Large cluster with 542 data nodes.
Staging and replicating a relatively small amount of data over a large number
of Hive data nodes results in a data management overhead that dominates the
performance of the data ingestion process.
In the next step of the experiment, the queries were run in a serial sequence.
The execution time was collected for each query. Table 2 presents the query
execution times as measured on both the Small and Large clusters. Note that
some queries executed on the Large cluster are labeled with N/C as they did
not complete successfully. It is expected that execution times will be reported
for these queries in the camera ready version of this paper.
Comparing the query execution times between the two clusters highlights
the lack of tuning prior to query execution as well as the over-scaling of the
Large cluster given the relatively small data set for a cluster of that size. Some
queries are highl parallelizable and are, thus, able to take advantage of the vastly
superior resources of the larger cluster to perform queries much faster than on
the smaller cluster. However, a number of queries perform slower on the large
cluster, likely due to the under-scaling of the data set and the lack of tuning.
Additional insight can be gained by examining the system utilization statistics collected on the Small cluster during the experiment. Two queries are presented here to exemplify the two main scenarios that were observed. In the first
scenario, the query naturally takes advantage of the resources provided without

Table 2. Query Execution Times for Small and Large Clusters
Query Small
(min)
1
5.9
2
11.4
3
9.8
4
908.1
5
177.0
6
9.7
7
14.0
8
29.6
9
8.0
10
10.1
11
2.4
12
5.1
13
5.4
14
2.5
15
5.1

Large Query Small Large
(min)
(min) (min)
3.6
16
11.7 3.8
3.7
17
3.9
5.7
4.0
18
11.7 10.0
28.8
19
6.2
7.0
16.5
20
14.7 6.0
4.9
21
7.3
3.8
9.9
22
31.9 7.1
10.9
23 107.5 39.8
4.0
24
5.8
3.7
13.4
25
5.5
3.9
2.0
26
7.1
4.1
9.3
27
0.6
0.8
6.6
28
1.9 19.6
1.7
29
24.3 3.6
1.4
30
44.7 6.7

the need for much tuning. This is the case for Q16. As depicted in Figure 2,
the resource utilization is well balanced throughout the execution of the query.
Demand for CPU resources spans the entire query execution period. Similarly,
the disk activity is not localized to a small subset of the query execution time.
Memory utilization is also spread over the execution time while staying at a
comfortable distance from saturation. Lastly, inter-node communication shows
two strong bursts of activity, likely driven by the map and the reduce steps.
In contrast, the second scenario has all of the signs of a query that lacks a
balanced use of the systems resources. This is exemplified by Q1 and depicted
in Figure 2. The query is characterized by a burst of CPU utilization and disk
activity at the very beginning, followed by a very low level of activity for the
remainder of the query execution time. This is associated with a poor usage of
available memory resources and a final burst of network communication toward
the very end of the query execution. While much work remains to be done to
fully understand the behavior of these un-optimized queries, it is likely that the
query uses the default number of mappers set by Hive and could benefit from a
much large number of tasks.
Through this initial set of experiments we were able to confirm that the BigBench queries represent a solid challenge for Hadoop clusters of different sizes.
The query set displayed a wide spectrum of behaviors that necessitate careful tuning before reaching a balanced utilization of all major system resources.
Furthermore, during our experiments we observed the ability to use the benchmark queries for component testing. To focus the testing on a selected cluster
component one can run a targeted query deemed to apply a particular stress
pattern on that component without having to run the entire suite. Unlike microbenchmarks, these focused tests are directly related to a use case, as highlighted
by the business description that the benchmark provides for each query.

Fig. 2. System Utilization Statistics for Q16

Running the benchmark on two different types of cluster, one with small
and limited number of dedicated nodes and another with a few hundreds multitenancy nodes, provides additional insights on using the benchmark to test various hosting scenarios. In our experiments, one scenario involved a small cluster
dedicated to running the BigBench queries and another scenario involved a large
cluster hosting multiple jobs of different types executed with different priority
levels often resulting in maximum utilization.
In this benchmark experiment, we took an approach of running in Power
mode where each query is executed individually, leading to a better understanding of its behavior. However, the benchmark is also designed to run in Throughput mode with multiple parallel streams of queries. With results from these two
modes, the benchmark provides a single metric for the entire execution to simplify result comparisons without having to look at individual completion times.

5

Technical Discussion of the Workload

In this section, we discuss the technical aspects of the 30 BigBench queries. The
discussion is separated in two parts: a description of the generic characteristics
of the workload, followed by details of a Hive-specific implementation.

Fig. 3. System Utilization Statistics for Q1

5.1

Generic Workload Characteristics

As mentioned in Section 3, the workload dataset can be separated into three categories: structured, unstructured, and semi-structured data. BigBench inherits
the general scaling properties of TPC-DS, however, unlike TPC-DS it does not
restrict scaling to discrete, predefined scale factors but has a continous scaling
model. To keep the table sizes realistic over a wide range of scaling factors not
all tables can be scaled linearly. We target a range of data sizes from 1 GB to 1
PB. Linearly scaled tables will have about 1,000,000 times more records for the
1 PB data set than for the 1 GB data set. Other tables (e.g. Customer/Store)
use logarithmic or square root scaling. As a result, query input sizes are not
necessarily linearly dependent on the scaling factor. This can be seen in Table
3 where the difference of query input sizes in SF 1 is only 7.5 (57:479MB), but
is 111 for SF 1000 (2:221GB). In the table, also all input sizes and number of
tables used by the queries are shown.
Out of the 30 queries, seven reference semi-structured data, six reference
unstructured data, while 17 queries reference the structured part of the data.
5.2

Workload Characteristics of the Hive Implementation

The Hadoop-based implementation uses a range of programming techniques
to implement the different queries. The workload consists of MapReduce jobs,

Query # Tables Input Size (SF 1/ SF 1000) Query # Tables
Input Size
1
2
59 MB / 69 GB
16
5 100 MB / 103 GB
2
1
88 MB / 122 GB
17
7 92 MB / 70 GB
3
1
88 MB / 122 GB
18
3 112 MB / 71 GB
4
4
109 MB / 122 GB
19
5
83 MB / 9 GB
4
180 MB / 123 GB
20
2 57 MB / 72 GB
5
4
159 MB / 168 GB
21
6 154 MB / 171 GB
6
7
5
87 MB / 70 GB
22
5 429 MB / 70 GB
4
165 MB / 221 GB
23
4 429 MB / 70 GB
8
9
5
148 MB / 69 GB
24
4 86 MB / 99 GB
10
1
58 MB / 2 GB
25
2 131 MB / 168 GB
2
135 MB / 101 GB
26
2 59 MB / 69 GB
11
12
3
147 MB / 122 GB
27
1
58 MB / 2 GB
13
4
159 MB / 168 GB
28
1
58 MB / 2 GB
14
5
83 MB / 99 GB
29
2 82 MB / 99 GB
2
59 MB / 69 GB
30
2 93 MB / 122 GB
15
Table 3. Input and Output of the 30 Queries

HiveQL queries, Hadoop streaming jobs, Mahout programs, and OpenNLP programs. For the Hadoop streaming jobs, multiple implementation strategies are
used, including command line programs, Java programs, and Python programs.
The Mahout jobs are executed outside of Hive, unlike all other parts of the
workload. OpenNLP programs are integrated into HiveQL as user defined functions (UDFs). In Table 4, an overview of which type of query uses which type
of processing model can be seen.
As shown in the table, 14 out of 30 queries are pure HiveQL queries. Four
queries are implemented using Python, two are Java-based MR jobs. Five queries
use the OpenNLP libraries to implement sentiment analysis and named-entity
recognition. And, finally, five queries use Mahout to implement machine learning
algorithms. It should be noted that all jobs use Hive as a driver, and also for
data processing.

6

Community Feedback

On top of the many classical challenges in creating a new benchmark, defining
one for the big data space is particularly demanding due to evolving and not
completely defined nature of this new field.
In this section, we summarize the feedback we gathered from within the
companies and institutions we represent, from our respective customers, and
from direct interviews of several individuals from the Hadoop community at
large. The key takeaway is a tension between the desire to extend BigBench
to cover many more use cases and technology stacks, and the requirement to
keep the benchmark simple and compact for ease of use and comparison. We

Query
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Processing Model
Query Processing Model
Java MR
16 OpenNLP Sentiment Analysis
Java MR
17 HiveQL
Python Streaming MR
18 OpenNLP Sentiment Analysis
Python Streaming MR
19 OpenNLP Sentiment Analysis
HiveQL
20 Mahout k-means
HiveQL
21 HiveQL
HiveQL
22 HiveQL
HiveQL
23 HiveQL
HiveQL
24 HiveQL
OpenNLP Sentiment Analysis
25 Mahout K-Means
HiveQL
26 Mahout K-Means
HiveQL
27 OpenNLP Named-Entity Recognition
HiveQL
28 Mahout Naive Bayes
HiveQL
29 Python Streaming MR
Mahout K-Means
30 Python Streaming MR
Table 4. Query Implementation Techniques

explore how we plan to balance this trade-off, and prioritize the evolution of our
benchmark in the upcoming Section 7.
Positive feedback A significant portion of the feedback we obtained was general appreciation for creating such benchmark, and for many of the technical
choices we made. There is positive consensus around the choice of starting from
a known benchmark such as TPC-DS. The existing familiarity and possibly partial implementations is perceived as a clear plus. Also there is agreement that a
relational-only benchmark does not capture real use cases and the non-relational
extensions we present are generally well received. Providing a reference implementation also seems to be highly appreciated and while some have suggestions
on the specific details of the implementation, most interviewee agree with the
approach and basic choices.
Common misunderstandings Having a reference implementation seems fundamental to foster adoption, but makes it is easy to misconstrue the benchmark
to be specific to the combinations of frameworks selected in the implementation
(e.g., Hive/Hadoop). We got the following question several times: ”Is this just
a Hive benchmark?”, or ”Is this just relational?”. This shows how the existence
of an implementation biases interpretation of the benchmark goals, to the point
that more than one individual missed the fact that our benchmark and the current implementation contains several non-relational components. We expect that
as the benchmark gains traction, and different implementations based on other
frameworks start emerging this bias will become less problematic. For the time
being, our only line of defense is a clear description of the scope and goals of
the benchmark, and a crisp characterization of the current implementation as
reference implementation, and not a mandatory one.

Technology coverage A common set of requests is to add features to the benchmark that stresses a specific technology:
1. Graph Analytics is probably one of the number one asks we hear form the
community. Different sources reported that the ability to ingest, update,
analyze large graphs is an important technological challenge faced by organizations todays. For example Jakob Homan from LinkedIn told us: ”There
are the big players like FB, LI and Twitter, but pretty much every organization has some type of graph that it uses to drive engagement.”
2. Streaming is the second most cited ask for our benchmark. The ability to
process a continuous feed of data (e.g., tweets, user posts, server logs), and
perform filtering, projection, aggregations, trend detection, outlier detection,
etc.. in a near real-time fashion, seems to be another key scenario people
consider a big data problem. Thomas Graves from Yahoo! for example ask
us to consider Storm [10] and Spark [22] to extend our current benchmark
to capture streaming use cases.
3. Interactive Querying. The support for fast ad-hoc queries on top of a large
set of data was another technology stack considered. The argument was towards supporting the large number of small interactive operations performed
by data scientist while exploring a data set and devising new analysis/algorithms.
Beside the specific technology, people expressed strong feelings about having
a benchmark capable of capturing the following two aspects:
1. Multi-tenancy: speaking with large cluster operators, they strongly underlined the need to exercise the multi-tenancy capabilities of a big data stack.
Often benchmarks are focused on latency/throughput for a single run of
workload performed in a dedicated set of machines. This often allows for
over-tuning of the execution environment to perfectly serve a single run,
making the benchmark too synthetic, and more generally does not match
the typically operating conditions of the systems under test.
2. Fault-tolerance: another key concern for big data developers and cluster operators is fault-tolerance. At the typical scale of big data systems, the sheer
volume of hardware/software components involved makes “faults” a common condition. Capturing this in the benchmark seems to be an important
requirement. There are two key dimensions to this problem: a functional aspect, e.g., no data are lost despite faults, and performance one, e.g., graceful
degradation of throughput and latency under faulty conditions. Moreover
capturing “limping” hardware beside all-or-nothing faults seem an interesting extra dimension.
Use case coverage A final set of concerns was related to the choice of a specific
vertical use-case. The concern being that the specifics of the use case we picked
was potentially skewing the attention towards certain functionalities more than
other. Concretely this was spelled out as a request to broaden the spectrum of
use cases considered, particularly to include advertisement and social-network
scenarios.

Limit Complexity Most of the above comments are pushing us towards making
our benchmark richer and broader. This is balanced by the need, express implicitly or explicitly by multiple interviewee, to maintain the size and complexity
of the workload contained. Providing a reference implementation allow users to
bare significantly more complexity, but the onerous cost of porting this benchmark to an alternative technology stack grows dramatically with the complexity
of the benchmark. Moreover, a benchmark that is too complex and faceted makes
interpretation and comparison of the results very problematic, reducing the value
of the benchmark as a tool to compare solutions.
In the following section, we address the above comments, and propose an
agenda on how to extend the benchmark accordingly.

7

Extending BigBench

BigBench is an end-to-end benchmark that focuses on structured data and
declarative workloads with additonal support for unstructured data and procedural workloads. This section highlights several possible extensions to BigBench
that can potentially make the benchmark more representative of a broader variety of real-life big data workloads.
Include Concurrency. The benchmark defines a model for submitting concurrent
workload streams in parallel and for randomizing the workload across the multiple query streams [16]. This is intended to cover multi-tenant scenarios where
multiple instances of the same workload or single instances of multiple workloads could execute in parallel. Example of a concurrent/complex workload w
composed of two elemental workloads w1 and w2 could be: w = n1 ∗ w1 + n2 ∗ w2 ,
where n1 and n2 are the number of instances of w1 and w2 respectively. The query
concurrency models in several existing online transactional processing (OLTP)
and online analytical processing (OLAP) industry standard benchmarks serve
as a good starting point [14, 15, 19].
Improve Procedural Coverage. BigBench has two procedural workloads defined
at the moment: K-Means and Bayes. Both are representative of the machine
learning domain and their respective specifications define a dependency on a
relational database or suchlike. BigBench could be extended to include ”pure”
procedural workloads that process unstructured data without requiring format
conversion. These workloads would also represent categories that are somewhat
under-represented in BigBench, including web-based and component-level benchmarks. PageRank is a good representative of web-based workloads, while WordCount, SleepJob and Sort are excellent representatives of component level benchmarks.
Include Other Metrics. The specification and reference implementation should
be extended to measure other metrics important to technology choices, such as
price/performance, energy efficiency, and performance under failures. Price/performance and energy efficiency are already included in various industry standard

benchmarks. Performance under failures is an important consideration for big
data systems, which run on large scale-clusters, and consequently, partial component failures such as hardware failures can be common.
Incorporate Incremental Data Uploads In real-world deployments, big data applications ingest data incrementally, rather than re-loading the entire dataset.
For example, tables are typically implemented as a collection of time-based partitions to support data refresh. Each partition stores data for a time slice, e.g., one
hour or one day. Whenever new data arrive, they are loaded as new partitions,
or aggregated with an existing partitions to create a new partition. Thus, there
never a need to reload the entire data. In the future, Bigbench could account for
such partition-based data refresh strategies.
Incorporate Additional Workloads. TPC-DS is designed to evaluate the performance of decision-support style queries of data warehouse systems. However,
BigBench need not be constrainted to execute only OLAP queries. Many realworld big data systems, also encounter periodic workloads, i.e. workloads that
repeat hourly, daily, or even weekly, which are different from OLAP queries. A
possible extension to BigBench is to include such kind of workloads to better simulate the real-world Big Data systems. Some good candidates of such workloads
include the off-line collaborative filtering analysis of all items [21], unstructured
data indexing and ranking for intranet search service, user authority or similarity
analysis, etc.
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Towards an Industry Standard Benchmark

As with the development of any software product, the process of turning a
benchmark idea into a product is not trivial. The three most recognized industry standard consortia, namely the Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC), the Transaction Processing Performance Council (TPC) and
the Storage Performance Council (SPC) have developed processes to organize
benchmark development; deal with benchmark evolution, i.e., versioning; and
publish benchmark results to ensure successful benchmarking. The TPC, has
managed to retain continuity of benchmarks over a few decades, while keeping
the benchmarks comparable. This has provided companies the ability to compare benchmark results over a very long time period and across many products.
In this section, we describe the necessary steps and discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of developing an industry specification that is similar to TPC.
All TPC benchmark specifications developed so far have been technology
agnostic, i.e., they specify a workload without using terms of any particular architecture or implementation by defining a set of functional requirements that
can be run on any system, regardless of hardware, database management software or operating system. Furthermore, they follow a similar methodology and,
consequently, follow a similar structure. It is the responsibility of those measuring the performance of systems using TPC benchmarks, a.k.a. the test sponsor,

to implement their setup compliant with the benchmark specification and to
submit proof that it meets all benchmark requirements, i.e., that the implementation complies with the specification. The proof has to be submitted with every
benchmark publication in form of a full disclosure report. The intent of the full
disclosure report is to enable other parties to reproduce the performance measurement. This methodology allows any vendor, using ”proprietary” or ”open”
systems, to implement TPC benchmarks while still guaranteeing end-users that
the measurement is comparable.
The above approach to benchmarking broadens the applicability of benchmark specifications to many architecture and allows for the optimal implementation of a specific product on a specific platform. At the same time it makes
the first benchmark publication very costly, often too costly, because any new
implementation needs to be reviewed by an independent auditor. As a consequence the TPC has started to develop a novel way to specify benchmarks. The
new benchmark category is labeled TPC Express so that it can easily be distinguished from the traditional category, which is labeled TPC Enterprise. TPC
Express benchmarks are based on predefined, executable benchmark kits that
can be rapidly deployed and measured. Providing a benchmark kit focuses on
a critical subset of system, trading the ability to demonstrate absolute optimal
performance for improved ease and costs of benchmarking.
Summarizing the differences between enterprise and express benchmark specifications, it seems that enterprise benchmark have a higher price tag, and are
more time consuming compared to express benchmarks. However their implementation is limited to the technology that is supported in the KIT.
The express benchmark model is very promising as it will lower the entry cost
into benchmarking as well as per benchmark publication costs. The big hurdle for
express benchmarks is the development of a KIT. BigBench defines queries using
functional specifications [2] allowing BigBench to accommodate the diverse and
rapidly evolving nature of big data technologies (e.g., MapReduce, Hive, Spark,
etc.). Currently, BigBench includes a Hive-based reference implementation. The
intent is that for each query there could be multiple implementations satisfying the benchmark’s functional specification. To increase rapid adoption of the
benchmark, it would be beneficial to make all valid implementations available
as open source to a central repository. The resulting repository can be used to
aid a BigBench express KIT.
The specification will be extended to provide implementation guidelines to
ensure that the essential big data principles are maintained. For example, all file
formats used in an implementation must demonstrate the expected flexibility of
being able to be created, read, and written from multiple popular engines on the
Hadoop stack, e.g., (MapReduce, Pig, Hive). Such formats ensure that all data is
immediately query-able, with no delays for ETL. Costly data format conversion
is unnecessary and thus no overhead is incurred.
In addition to having a KIT, for a possible TPC big data express benchmark
one will need to develop the following sections:

Table 5. Comparison Enterprise and Express Benchmark Models
Enterprise
Specification-based with tools provided by
the TPC to build the data sets and workloads
Benchmark publication specific implementation, i.e. each benchmark publication can
be different
Best possible optimization allowed
Complete Audit by an independent third
party
Price required
If Atomicity, Consinstency, Isolation and
Durability (ACID) are required as part of
the benchmark, full ACID testing needs to
be done as part of any benchmark publication
Large variety of configurations

TPC revenues from benchmark registration
Substantial implementation costs
Ability to promote results as soon as published to the TPC

Express
Kit-based that runs the benchmark end-toend, including tools provided by the TPC
to build data sets and workloads
Out of the box implementation, i.e. each
benchmark publication follows the same
implementation
System tuning for ”unalterable” benchmark application
Mostly self validation augmented by peerreviews
Price eliminated
If ACID is required as part of the benchmark, ACI testing is conducted as a part of
self validation. Durability cannot be tested
as it requires an auditor to assure correctness
Limited number of configurations focused
on stressing key components of the benchmark
TPC revenues from license sales and potentially also benchmark registration
Reduced implementation costs
Ability to promote results as soon as published to the TPC

– Introduction/Preamble. This section includes a high level introduction to
the benchmark and general implementation guidelines. The implementation
guidelines if adopted from the TPC exists as a boilerplate in every benchmark, and can be used with minor modifications. However, special implementation guidelines can be easily incorporated. For instance, in order to
give multiple popular engines access to the data without incurring costly
data conversion overhead, it might be beneficial to provide guidelines in the
BigBench specifications to ensure that the data formats used in benchmark
implementations ensure that essential big data principles are maintained.
For example, all file formats used in an implementation must demonstrate
the expected flexibility of being able to be created, read, and written from
multiple popular engines on the Hadoop stack, e.g., (MapReduce, Pig, Hive).
– Data/Database Design: Requirements and restrictions on how to implement
the database schema. In case of the express model this section can be relatively short as only modifications to the KIT need to be discussed. Otherwise
the KIT is what needs to be run.
– Workload Scaling: Tools and methodology on how to scale the workload.
This would include a description and usage of the tools plus methods to
scale the data and potentially the workload.
– Metric and Execution Rules: Again the KIT will serve as a reference implementation of the metric and execution rules. This section only needs to
description, on a high level, how to execute the benchmark and how to derive
metrics. Additionally, it needs to describe any deviations allowed from the
execution implemented in the KIT. This section would also include extensions to BigBench to measure other metrics important to technology choices,
such as performance-per-cost, energy efficiency, and performance subject to
failures. Performance-per-cost and energy efficiency are already included in
various industry standard benchmarks. Performance subject to failures is an
important metric as big data technologies run on large scale clusters, and
consequently, partial component failures such as hardware failures can be
common.
– Pricing: This section will cover pricing related wording specific to BigBench.
Generic pricing rules are already available TPC’s pricing specification.
– Full Disclosure Report (FDR): Every TPC benchmark publication includes
an FDR that allows anybody to reproduce the benchmark. In case of an express benchmark only allowed deviations from the KIT and system specifics
need to be included in the FDR and, hence, the specification wording is
limited to that.
– Audit Requirements: Minimum requirements for the audit process that need
to be followed. In case of an express benchmark, self auditing scripts that
show correct implementation and execution of the benchmark need to be
included and, if desired, rules for peer-auditing.
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Conclusion

As big data analytics becomes an important part of todays data management
ecosystem, there is a need for an industry standard benchmark that can measure the performance and price-performance aspects total system under realistic
workloads. In this paper, we propose a framework for an end to end big data
analytics benchmark based on BigBench. The benchmark is intended to represent todays data management ecosystem which is implemented as an extension
of enterprise DW application (structured data) with new data sources (semistructured and unstructured). The paper presents 30 queries representative of
real life scenarios, their characteristics and experiment results. This paper is
presented as a proposal to the TPC to create the next generation industry standard benchmark that can be developed as an Express benchmark or Enterprise
benchmark.
BigBench currently incorporates a retail industry use case. Recent customer
surveys reveal additional important and common use cases from other industries,
e.g., the financial industry [4]. Hence, as additional surveys and empirical data
emerge, BigBench will be extended to incorporate additional use cases.
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